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It is always something to fret about, having to know you are 
going to have to replace old tech with ne. But how o�en you 

have to do it? 
I fuss a few times on internet tech forums looking up 

new hardware and so�ware searching for what is best and 
future proof. I was in Sharaf DG and it dawned on me: most 
Television sets I saw were curved displays or OLED or LED and 
several resolutions ranging from Full HD (1920x1080) or 2K 
or even 4K resolutions! However this is where I would like to 
stop the train and talk. You see there is nothing to worry about, 
technology is constantly on the move, newer techs keep rolling 
out annually, be it all that it boils down to your needs.

Some people went to 4K gaming which is gaming on a 
resolution of 4096 x 2160 pixels. To be quite honest I do not 
see the appeal, it is mainly eye candy and I am  on the full 
HD setup I have running. Like I said it boils down to your 
preference, some people I’d say fall prey to people’s opinions 
and are gullible to it, a person will try to rave and  his 
new 4K monitor that set him back a good bill or two but for a 
person like me I don’t see the need…yet. 

I say yet because I will be moving to higher resolution in due 
time. Not now, not next year, maybe the year a�er that, maybe 
when 8K resolutions are fully rolled out I will move to 4K. It’s 
all about strategy and tech cost tactics. Don’t just jump to the 
highest ultra-super mother of all piece of hardware, because let 
me tell you, you’ll  yourself buying another highest ultra-
super mother of all piece of hardware the year a�er and that’s 
just hemorrhaging your hard earned dinars.

Intel has just released their new line of processors but are not 
fully integrated and optimized for gaming, I remember when 
the  quad cores came out they had issues up the wazoo 
with optimization and applications, give it time, let the tech 
settle and be fully integrated then go for the kill! Meaning get 
the upgrade.

I just want to stress the point of do your research, don’t buy 
blindly and do not listen to salespeople-they’re vying for a 
commission really.  

  

    

The old and the new but about to get old

Monitor resolution chart comparison

Good morning readers! I’m particularly excited this week 
as I managed to get my hands on Metal Gear Solid V: 

The Phantom Pain for the PC! It has been a long wait and 
finally stock arrived.

Metal Gear Solid is a name that resonates among gamers 
worldwide, it’s an exceptional art piece by the artist Hideo 
Kojima, a Japanese game developer. 

Every video game in my opinion is a work of art, though 
this however is supernatural, yes it may have flaws but are 
tiny in comparison to its greatness.

I recall playing Metal Gear Solid 3 on our PS2 slim and 
how I would pay attention to every detail of the story with 
my sweaty palms and cut scenes that had no pause option! 

The game is rife with cut scenes though none of it would 
have you skipping them, the story of all MGS games in my 
opinion are magnificent, taking place in world conflicts and 
events, seeing as I’m a history buff this suited me very well.

I purchased it on PC as that’s my main medium for 
games, the recommended requirements are high albeit I 
read through forums people running it fine with less than 
recommended. With my rig it ran maxed out with the 
exception of Antialiasing which is smoothing out rough 
edges in computer graphics, I find this option useless as it 
doesn’t kill the eye candy for me so I go without. 

This installment of the game takes place in Afghanistan 
during the Soviet invasion in the 1980s. The design 
and graphics are beautiful, this beauty is evident in the 
PlayStation 4 version as is obviously on PC. The level in 
detail is something really from the animals to the flora and 
fauna of Kabul.

MGS5 came out to unanimous praise, it’s a film, a game 
and a soundtrack packed all into one. I won’t ruin the story 
but I will tell you this, even if you did not play the previous 
titles you should make it a priority to buy this game, do 
not worry if you do not understand you can always head 
to YouTube and watch the stories of the previous games as 
people have uploaded that for this instance, I did revisit to 
get my head around a few things. 

Local stores Geekay, Virgin and Mission will have copies 
of the game though scarce, it is upsetting that they do not 
stock enough copies but in that case you can purchase it 
online via Amazon.

Wilo Middle East FZE 
hosted a seminar at the 

Diplomat Radisson Blu Hotel 
on October 3, to reveal the 
newest solutions for building 
services, notably the SiBoost 
Smart Helix EXCEL. 

Wilo Middle East presented 
state-of-the-art high-efficiency 
water pumps utilizing 
commercial, residential and 
digital systems to installers, 
consultants and end-users. 
Pump manufacturer Wilo 
specialises in high-efficiency 
drives and hydraulics. 

However, the manufacturing 
company is taking it one 
step further with intelligent 

system networking. Germany-
based Wilo is an established 
and world-renowned 
manufacturing company 
that specializes in climate 
control systems, water supply 
applications and a wide range 
of industrial processes. 

Wilo Middle East team 
presented their latest 
equipment to benefit more end 
users. 

The incredibly efficient and 
connection-ready water supply 
unit, Wilo-SiBoost Smart Helix 
EXCEL, is equipped with 
stainless steel high-pressure 
centrifugal pumps from the 
Helix EXCEL range. Each 

pump contains an EX motor 
and Smart Controller SCe to 
ensure precision while offering 
user-friendly applications.

Senior Manager of Wilo SE 
Germany Thomas Ebert, said, 
“At Wilo, we are proud to offer 
industry-leading technology 
that is consistent, reliable 
and innovative. The latest 
developments are evidenced in 
SiBoost, an adaptable and fully 
functional centrifugal pump 
designed for building services.” 

Director of Delta Industrial 
Supplies Munther Al Kooheji 
stated that Delta is proud to 
partner with Wilo. 

“Wilo is the ultimate partner 

when it comes to strategy 
and development in all pump 
solutions. We constantly work 
together to maintain and build 
our partnership for the benefit 
of both companies as well as 
the benefit of our customers in 
Bahrain,” he said.

Wilo is consistently looking 
to grow and expand to all 
corners of the globe. 

The company has had a 
presence in the Middle East for 
the past 20 years, and they are 
focusing their efforts towards 
improving development 
and facilitating growth in 
Bahrain through their superior 
products.

Microsoft unveiled its first 
Windows 10 Mobile 

devices today: the Lumia 
950 and Lumia 950 XL. Both 
include an impressive new 
feature: Continuum. It allows 
Windows 10 Mobile devices 
(that include hardware 
support) to transform into a 
PC-like interface.

Continuum is pretty basic 
right now, but the features 
it has work well. Every app 
launches fullscreen, and 
there’s the task view feature of 
Windows 10 to let you quickly 
switch between apps. You can 
also use keyboard shortcuts 
like alt-tab to switch apps, or 
ctrl+c and ctrl+v to copy and 
paste content.

You might expect the phone 
would just sit there idle in this 
mode, but you can actually 
pick it up and use it as you 

would normally. If you open 
an app on the phone that’s 
currently displayed, it will 
minimize on the monitor and 
resume on the phone. This 
means you can’t run Outlook 
on both the phone and 
monitor, but it does mean you 

can send some SMS messages 
while you work on a Word or 
PowerPoint document.

It really feels that Microsoft 
is betting on this as the future 
of its mobile efforts, and the 
lack of performance lag is 
impressive for this first version.

PS4 now has 
an official 
remote 
control
Sony left most of the 

PS3’s flaws behind when 
making the PlayStation 4, but 
there’s no denying that one 
little inconvenience came 
along for the ride: you can’t 
control the console with a 
standard remote control. 

That’s because the PS4, 
unlike everything else in your 
A/V stack, doesn’t have an 
infrared sensor. And that’s 
a problem if you want to sit 
back and watch a Blu-ray 
without a game controller in 
your hand.

Now, you can spend $30 
to fix that problem. Sony has 
announced its official PS4 
Bluetooth universal remote, 
which will let you control and 
watch Blu-rays or videos from 
streaming services like Netflix, 
YouTube, and HBO Go. 

Senior Manager of Wilo SE Germany, Thomas Ebert, presenting the seminar


